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CHAPTERS OVERVIEW
Chapter I |Behind the Official Story
Chapter II |Domination, Acting and Fantasy

Modalities of power interactions btwn strong and weak in
the face of power imbalances via notions of hidden and
public transcripts.
Dissecting ‘Infrapolitics’, the political action of
subordinates through low-profile resistance.

the

Chapter IV | False Consciousness, or Laying it on Processes behind apparent lack of resistance or political
Thick?
action to redress unequal power relations
Chapter V |Making Social Space for a Dissident The socio-material sites of resistance and dissident subSubculture
cultures
Chapter VII | The Infrapolitics of Subordinate Hidden Transcript as practice: subordinates’ acts of
Groups
everyday of resistance
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CHAPTER I

Key Concepts
Public

and

Hidden Transcripts

dialectic relation

Open ‘Script’

Offstage discourse & actions

Analyses power relations via everyday interactions between
the dominated and dominant.
Boss/worker
Patriarchy
Serf/Lord
Slavery
Oppressive Regimes
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Core argument seeks to answer the following: How do we
explain hegemony? When overt political action is often absent
(revolution, rioting) and violently repressed, how does
resistance take form ?
Social Sciences had focused mainly on formal relations among
parties, institutions, groups, and social classes often in the form
of historical events such as organized rebellion, collective or
open conflict: what is visible. We look at institutionalized
events and official transcripts.
Yet, all ordinarily observed relations in situations of power
imbalances consist of encounters of the public transcript of
the dominant with the public transcript of the subordinate,
which only conveys a partial and partisan image of power
relations, and of the effects of domination on public
discourse, compliance and resistance. We miss out on
other subtle but powerful forms of ‘every day resistance’.

E

Official transcripts are not completely false, but they are
certainly incomplete.

S

To better grasp these, we need to include hidden transcripts
in research designs.
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PUBLIC TRANSCRIPT

Argument focused on the study of situations where the difference between public and hidden transcripts is
the largest: Caste system, Slavery, Racialized society (Colonialism, Apartheid), Oppressive Regimes, and
Serfdoms.
Public transcripts are public performances utilized by both weak and strong. It is an analytical shorthand
for the ‘script’ that governs the open interaction between subordinates and those who dominate, they tend
to mimic and mirror the official standpoint and position of the dominant class.

Scott examines the fundamental issues of
(Self-)Performance
‘Situated’ Agency
Hidden, Silent Acts of Resistance
Performances that comprises discourses and body
language – seen as a discursive and corporeal
practice that borrows from theatrics: masks,
characters, audience, stage, script…

Possibilities for Emancipation
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‘FACEWORK’
On the part of the subordinates

On the part of the dominant

Is a public performance that is shaped Essential to uholding the ideological
by the expectations of the script defined justification for unequal power structures
by the powerful.
and of the hegemonic discourse vis-à-vis
the dominated – Eg. Orwell and the
It is an ‘art of dissimulation’ they elephant.
develop to survive, a kind of ‘image
management’. It is a mask of deference
Cultivate a mask of haughtiness and
and consent directed at the powerful.
mastery. Measure of authority towards
The
greater
the
disparity
& other dominant peers (loosing face would
arbitrariness in power, the more necessarily mean decreased authority)
stereotyped and ritualistic the public
transcript à more menacing the power, Transcript is close to how dominant group
the thicker the mask.
wants things to appear, performance of
public transcript is evidence of their
It is not a guide to the opinion of
hegemony as subordinate group seemingly
subordinates; but is rather an act that
endorses own subordination; is the actor of
masks real opinion
its own oppression
Public transcript is ambiguous since it
indicates key roles of mastering But the dominant suspect lack of
disguise and surveillance within power authenticity, is not 100% in control of the
relations.
real political dicourse à often convinced of
deceitful
nature
of
subordinated
(naturalisation of inferiority).
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HIDDEN TRANSCRIPTS
Public performance is enacted by both, but it is not the entire story! It can be seen as a tacit conspiration to misrepresent
the real relationship of power = a mutual theater stage and script.
Some characteristics:
Subordinates cultivate a fairly extensive ‘offstage’ existence, which lays out of the dominants’ control. This leads to the
development of a shared critique, although not homogeneous, of the system of oppression. Today: the role of social media may
be interesting to look at.
Hidden transcript is specific to given social sites and set of actors, and is generally elaborated among a restricted ‘public’ (social
closure): other subordinated peers, circle of friends, closer family members. Away from the gaze of powerholders.
Just like the public transcript, it consists of both speech acts and practices on the part of the dominant and the dominated, but it
is derivative, reactive of the public transcript: “Practice of do,ination and exploitation typically generate the insults and slights
to human dignity that in turn foster a hidden transcript of indignation”.
Hidden transcripts on both sides, if discovered or openly enacted (which is rare) can breach and violate the terms of the official
public transcript of power and hegemony: in any cas, it constitutes an open threat to establishment. For the dominant: ‘dirty linen’,
for the dominated: outburst of defiance.
The frontier of public/hidden transcripts is murky – not a wall. It is an arena of constant struggle between dominant and
subordinated à perhaps the most vital arena for ordinary conflict, everyday forms of class struggle over material
resources, dignity/identity and production of symbolic power. This leads to political struggle and action away from the7obvious
sites of political struggle such as street demonstrations, rioting, battlefield, institutional arenas, legal apparatus.

PUBLIC/HIDDEN TRANSCRIPTS : NAVIGATING THE FRONTIER
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN BOTH ARENAS

UNEQUAL CONSEQUENCES
Dominated: rage cannot be contained indefinitely, ultimately
there is explosion, but fear death, violence against
themselves and those they love.
Make sure to exert cautious, tactical prudence. These forms
of oppression ‘deny the dubordinates the ordinary luxury
of negative reciprocity”.
Dominant: fear of loosing face, ridicule.
Breached public transcript: means violence for some, and
loosing public credit for others.

Even though public and hidden transcripts almost never directly
interact, not understood in a dichotomous way – Scott looks at the
interface between the two.
Highlight the class struggle over the official transcript by
comparing the hidden transcripts of the powerless with that of the
powerful, and both hidden transcripts with the public transcript
they share.
Unveil the possibilities for resistance and reveal multiple forms of
invisible resistance.

Importance to uphold official story to maintain hegemony.

Note that …
Hidden Transcript is not necessarily more genuine, and Public Transcript necessarily fake. They performative elements of
the latter produce very real, palpable effects, and the experiences of the former translate very concrete sentiments of
frustration, anger and hatred towards the inequalities of existing system of oppression.
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Outbursts of hidden transcript to the face of
powerholders are often accidental.

‘Spilling’ Hidden Transcripts

But
A- Its content is not spontaneous: continuously
rehearsed in imaginary speeches to power. Example of
Mrs. Poyser: she has many time imagined, speculated, and
talked about the issues she mentions in her ”explosion” to
other peers, to herself, and in her imagination.
B- Outburst of open defiance often reflects shared
experience of subordination. She becomes a “local hero”
– because she said out loud what many think in secret and
expresses a “symbolic declaration of war” against an
unjust system.
This points to three important elements: 1) people can and
do imagine change, so they do not believe oppression is
natural and inevitable, and 2) will to change is present
among many and2) even though hidden transcripts will be
dependent on specific sites and audienc, 3) there
effectively exists a collective offstage culture of
resistance, or infrapolitics.
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This chapter looks how to understand fugitive political conduct of
subordinates/no open confrontation ?

C H

Research Questions

How public transcript is produced, maintained & for what purpose?

P T

Why is performance of deference and loyalty so important in power
relations?

E

METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH &
GOALS

R

Who is the audience of this symbolic display?
I
I
Methodological Approach
Focus of his study = situations where there is most difference btwn
public/hidden transcript, eg. Historically extreme tyrannical realities such as
slavery, serfdom, untouchables, racial domination & stratified peasant
societies, dictatorship à similar situations allows for broader theorizing.
All situations that institutionalize means to extract labor, goods and
services. They work on assumptions of naturalized superiority/inferiority;
they contain a degree of ‘ritual’ dominates public interaction, Status = birth;
and mobility = zero; subordinates have no civil & political rights, involve a
strong element of personal rule and are often infused by a degree of
personal terror (beatings, sexual assault, humiliation).
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Key Concepts: The Sites of
resistance & infrapolitics
Public transcript = self-portrait of dominant elites; not
entirely lies & misrepresentation, but certainly
partisan and partial narrative
Its key purposes are to affirm & naturalize the power
of elites, and to conceal their own ‘dirty linen’
(corruption, bribery, misconduct…) and to produce
effects on subordinates and secure concessions to their
interests.
Rulers aspire to hegemony
and need to make
ideological case that they (also) rule on behalf of
the subordinates (‘the Nation’, ‘the People’) and in
their interest (nobility fight to secure villagers, who
work, pay taxes and pay respect to the nobility).
Those claims often find some degree of resonance
among subordinates
(but usually incomplete à
resistance)
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4) Rupture of the cordon sanitaire between
public and hidden transcript à repression
or possible radical change in power balance.

4 TYPES OF
POLITICAL
DISCOURSE

This is the current focus of social sciences.

1) Safest and most public form = based upon selfimage of elites à provides a margin for political
maneuvering & struggle by appealing to ideology
of subordinates’ interest
2) The hidden transcript itself
‘dissident political culture’

= offstage

3) Politics of disguise and anonymity (between
the two former). Happens in public, but not open,
ambiguous, anonymous (rumor, gossip, jokes, ….
animal/trickster stories) -- symbolically celebrate
revenge over powerful.
These 3 fall under the notion of “infrapolitics”.
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INFRAPOLITICS
Concept of ‘infrapolitics of the subordinate’ refers
to forms of low profile resistance to the rules of
oppression and powerholders.
It is a way for Scott, to address the issue of
‘hegemonic incorporation’, that is the reality behind
“accepting the views of
the dominant.”
Contemporary example: why do women shave, wear
high heels? These processes are complex, not
black/white.
The text’s empirical challenge is to map out the realm
of possible dissent through an analysis of practical
forms of resistance and the values that might
(eventually) sustain open rebellion and lead, perhaps
to systemic change. To do so requires to further the
analysis of the relations between and the modalities
of both transcripts.
But before Scott turns to these, he dwells on three
sets of assumptions regarding the epistemological
status of hidden transcript, the distinction between
both types of transcripts and finally, the role of
emotions in sustaining the hidden transcript
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DEFERENCE & BACK(STAGE) TALK

Epistemology of hidden/public transcript: what do we
know? What kind of inference can we make out of
deference? In stratified authoritarian societies à bottomup deference to superiors, rulers, etc. Deference is intended
to convey image of conformity to standards of superiors
but can we say more than this ? What’s the motivation?

Historical example of the paradox of slavery: children
socialized not to provoke masters, yet this may hide deep
resentment & cynicism. Contemporary example of
African American families today in the face of police
brutality. It’s only when power weakens that we get an
idea of real motives & attitudes

Real motivations are thus difficult to discern.

hidden transcript is a site of relative discursive
freedom. Various sites where hidden transcripts are
produced among and for different audiences à
different degrees of (un)-freedom: not a homogeneous
experience, empirically and conceptually. Mask “gets
14
thinner or thicker” depending on the site and audience.

Habitual act, cost-benefit calculus or desire to honor a
respected superior? One might distinguish the social
category (e.g. priest) or particular individual (this priest).
Socialization of young children by parents to keep them
away from harm.

POWER & ACTING
Sociolinguistic analysis of language use & power

Linguistic deference isn’t merely extracted by power, they are
also subtle means to erect protective barriers manipulation: this language creates a ‘barrier’ of
communication à linguistic Heisenberg-effect (dominant in the
impossibility to observe the subordinate ‘objectively’): this
preserves ‘own place’ of the subordinates and protect their
The acting of the powerful relates to a “command” performance,
identity (e.g. use of several different names à strategic use as
and is more relaxed because they enjoy leverage and higher social
position (power= not having to act, luxury of being be more form of resistance)
negligent). Notice acting goes beyond mere speech: facial
Not all decided from above: this carves out space for agency in
expression, habits, attitudes.
appropriating this ‘theater of subordination’ whereby
E.g. Women use men’s language, never the reverse because the
subordinates please the dominant in order to get ones’ way = a
dominant initiates, controls direction, and terminates conversations.
realm of effective resistance without opposing subordination.
- Use of tag-question (isn’t it?)
E.g. lower work norms by conforming to stereotype of lazy
slaves.
- Hyper-polite speech forms & sometimes stammering (fear)
Impact of power on acts of subordinates (deference,
subordination, or ingratiation…) who enjoy a much more restricted
repertoire than the powerful: so they engage in permanent ‘tactical
self ’ through the public transcript, that controls the ‘emotional
self ’ (act= speech, attitude, obedience)

Usage of a risk-averse use of language by the powerless/ damage Price to pay = there is 1) a risk of approving, and
control, elaborated codes.
reproducing subordination structure and practicfes, so these
But this requires great practice & mastery, to the point that it manipulations from below are not often not entirely successful
often creates separate language for dominant & subordinates.
in resisting, and 2) dominant are conscious of deceipt and
Eg: special verbs, ‘terms of address’ vous/tu ~semantic of power manipulation, and will attribute this to intrinsic nature of
(Nicaraguan revolution ‘Vos’ instead of ‘Usted’), use of first names, subordinates, enhencing further their intrincic,
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inferiority.
Boy/Mister.

CONTROL AND FANTASY
The role of emotions within asymmetrical power relations
In structures of domination where sssertion of personal dignity becomes a mortal risk, subordinates have to control anger,
aggression, rage, and violence against powerholders, even though this often elads to assault on their dignity & physical body
(of themsleves and their loved ones). In order to protect themsleves, they must avoid acting on their feelings.
For many dominated (historically) the trick for survival rests in swallowing ones pride & rage, manage to control one’s
violent reactions. Here we find the origin of much of the hidden transcript = a kind of acting out in fantasy of rage &
retaliation and occasionally in secretive practices: ‘repressed voice’ is expressed backstage.
Due to this “latent sense of violence” in much of the hidden transcripts, there would be admiration & fearful awe for “Bad
Nigger” who might enagge in open violent reaction. Admiration for rebelling, but fearful awe for the price to pay.
So the more common folk hero is the “trickster figure” who manages to outwit the adversary, gets his way & escapes
retaliation by avoiding direct confrontation.
Fantasies are enacted in various ways:
Cherish rare events where normal hierarchy is reversed e.g. black boxer wins over a white boxer
Schadenfreude, or rejoicing at karma: joy over misfortune of others:sinking of the Titanic
Efforts to call down a curse on the adversaries, magical retaliation in fantasy.
Mixture of hidden/public transcripts through everyday life can produce a duality in personality, in practices and in thoughts.
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How does hegemony emerge? Is it that stable ? How to interpret conformation of subordinates with the
public transcript in the absence of coercion? (show of deference)
This is often explained through a Gramscian notion of hegemony by which (cultural) hegemony of ruling
classes is upheld because the oppressed embrace the dominant ideology of public transcript (‘common
sense’), which includes some of the interests of the subordinates, but is fundamentally a misrepresentation
to conceal the reality of exploitation. Ideological incorporation is often framed through the concept of
false consciousness by which there is apparently no need for coerced action, and so no resistance or political
action.
Theories of False Consciousness
Thick version = consent and persuasion
Subordinates believe and adhere to values and narratives that justify their own subordination. Barrington
Moore: ‘face-grows-to-fit-the mask’.
Thin version = resignation and naturalization
Powerfull manage to make the subordinates believe that reality ‘as it is’, is both natural and inevitable.
Bourdieu: any social order produce the ‘naturalisation of its own arbitrariness”
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Scott rejects both sides.
Thick version:
- ideological incorporation of subordinates does
not guarantee diminishing conflict;
- no social change would occur; yet widespread
rebellions (‘too much’)
Thin version: (more persuasive)
- even when existing order = natural; reversal is
still possible (and a motive for rebellion) because
subordinates do not confuse natural, inevitable
system with justice.
- popular imagination in the form of utopian
beliefs, cultural events, are part of the hidden
transcript = alternative order without
stratifications. These can be inspiration for the
rare events of large-scale rebellion.
Paper-thin theory of false consciousness :
(1) when there are perspectives for social
mobility within existing structures; (2) when the
subordinates are atomised and under close
surveillance (no room for ‘hidden transcript’).
But these almost never happen.

Obstacles to resistance are NOT the internalized beliefs of the
subordinates, rather public transcript itself can generate effects on
resistance:
The manipulation of dominant ideology and usage of selfdeprecation, clichés and stereotypes of backwardness and laziness
for instance, can lead to voicing grievances, and provdie further
grounds for rebellion. Eg: petitioning the sovereign – disguise can
alleviate adverse consequences.
The public discourse itself – in certain, situated, collective
imaginaries - that facilitates resistance and conflict. Eg: the myth of
the good Czar-Deliverer.
The range of small actos of defiance, the subtle, non-violent and
diffuse ways of resisting that ultimately forms a “joint conspiracy
to keep conflict off the public record”, and therefore out of the
public transcript. Although it sems to be left intact, its veneer is
now cracked. Eg: Malay farmers and bureaucracy.
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THE MAKING OF SOCIAL SPACE
FOR DISIDENT SUBCULTURE
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Shows how more or less compelled performances engender a reaction, and the basic forms that
reaction takes.
Domination à Compelled performances (public transcript) à Reaction à work of negation à
Dissident Subculture.
Compelled performance , or forced compliance is different from willing compliance. The former will
not affect personal beliefs of the subordinates (and therefore their hidden script), while the latter
may affect its core beliefs.
The work of negation is the process through which the dominated seek to neutralize and subvert
the public transcript as a form of invisible resistance – the hidden transcript is the vessel of this
work of negation.
It is enacted mainly at the level of ideology, because resistance is not simply located within material
appropriation and deprivation, but within patterns of personal humiliations that characterize
that exploitation. It originates as a response to cultural and psychological factors as well:
indignities, constant commands, lack of choice, lack of control, lack of proper social recognition.
Contemporary example of cleaners, janitors, nurses, garbage collectors, truck drivers etc.
Work of negation can be done towards an audience that is within a close circle of peers in similar
situations: how does it consolidate, where does it take place, who sustains its content and practices?
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FORMS OF and FORMING NEGATION
Basic form: safe articulation of the assertions,
aggressions, and hostility that cannot be expressed in the
face of power.
Elaborate forms: ideological negation involves the
intricate and codified re-appropriation of parts of the
public transcript. Eg: Christianity as told by white
people to slaves was not only negated in its performance
style, but tis content was also contradicted. Their
“Christian beliefs became a negation of the humility and
forbearance preached to them by whites”
It becomes an elaborate riposte in the form of a
counter-ideology, and is thus situated beyond the realm
of mere physical and material exploitative structures of
domination and touches upon culture, beliefs, habits, and
ideas.
Work of negation however does not emerge through
individualistic behavior. The processes that moves
negation from individual experience to an offstage
subculture of dissent is marked by mutuality. Hidden
transcripts that bear negation are generated through
inter-relations among its “public” of subordinate fellows.
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SITES AND CARRIERS OF THE HIDDEN TRANSCRIPTS
Hidden transcript and dissident subculture
will takes place in social sites: 1) Hidden
transcript is voiced in a sequestrated locale
where the control, surveillance, and
repression of the dominant are least able to
reach, and 2) this sequestrated milieu is
composed entirely of close confidants
who share similar experiences of domination.
Eg. Squatting cities.
These social sites are not only physical and
material (built environment, secluded woods,
slave quarters, cloth), they also entail social
attributes: attitudes, gestures, tone of voice,
language, codes, dialects that are not
accessible to the dominant.

These spaces are not just occupied,
they are created, cleared, built,
inhabited, transformed and therefore,
21
will be defended.

SOCIAL CONTROL & SURVEILLANCE
From above
Measures to control, atomize, and prevent hidden
transcript from becoming and sustaining a dissident
sub-culture: surveillance, demonizing, punishment.
Eg: Colonial Congo and Kimbanguism/Kitawala
religious movements
From below

How cohesive is the Hidden Transcript?
It depends! Mainly on ”communities of fate” which
share similar traits like isolation, homogeneity of
conditions, and mutual dependence. Eg. Miners,
Merchant seamen etc.

Surveillance (policing speech and practices) and
punishment (ostracized, regard with contempt)
deployed to ensure solidarity and conformity of the
subculture, and ultimately, to defend it.
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INFRAPOLITICS & SUBORDINATE GROUPS
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What do subordinated group do in the face of domination/exploitation ?
Often not open resistance, but more indirect & invisible day-to-day struggle. Even
in the face of persecution an independent person has always some space for
expressing an heterodox truth, provided s/he moves with circumspection for fear of
violent repression.
Such infrapolitics are the underpinning of (later) visible political action & open
resistance for change : Gilets Jaunes, Nuits Debout, Occupy Wall Street, MeToo etc.
But is it possible that hidden transcript is just a pose, a fantasy of liberation that
helps preserve domination ? (Carnival = temporary social reversal = safety-valve that
lessens of pressure)

I
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SAFETY VALVE THEORY
Safety-valve theories à subordination generates mounting
pressure à danger of explosion (expressed in the hidden
transcript) à this can be presumably avoided by ritualized &
temporary reversals
Psychological supposition: joint fantasy of retaliation =
similar reduction in frustration & aggression as real
retaliation (thus reduced pressure)
è Not a satisfactory proposition. Research does not
corroborate this supposition, rather the contrary:
fantasy lowers barrier to real action.
è No historical evidence either since many revolts started
during reversal rituals (e.g. carnivals)
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HIDDEN TRANSCRIPT AS PRACTICE
Hidden transcript = not just about ideas. They consist of real struggle over resources &
resistance to exploitation, since domination = combination of material & symbolic ‘taxes’.
It is impossible to separate symbolic & material struggles to mitigate exploitation
Hidden transcipt is not just a backstage story, but also real-world resistance to
exploitation (theft, poaching, tax evasion, shirking, sabotage,…)
E.G. Slave ‘theft’ à taking back fruit of once’s labour (discours legitimates behaviour)
E.G. Forest ‘crimes’ ~ resistance to imposition of state/private property over ‘communal
forests’ (linked to consciousness of right to the forest)
Hidden transcript is the link between (invisible) sense of popular justice & practices
of resistance.
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TESTING THE LIMITS
Generally, people are rarely entirely submissive or entirely insubordinate
Rather, they engage in a kind of guerrilla warfare = constantly testing the equilibrium; shifting
conditions at the margin = important battlefield
Testing the structure of surveillance will then bring both reward & punishment. E.g. evolving
custom in forest rights to game, wood, …)
This is an incremental process that can generate change; any weakness is exploited and is affected
by the level of need of the subordinates.
~dynamic of ‘testing the limits’ = points to importance of ‘marking examples’
~ stops the process of further (public) defiance ‘before the dam breaks’
à This avoids developping a static view of naturalization & legitimation of dominance
~ permanent process/discursive struggle to maintain control & symbolic reach
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